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“People don’t want energy; they want hot showers and cold beer” - Amory Lovins

Ukrainian conflict will lead to more supply chain woes 3
Did you know?

• Russian import bookings declined 40% over the past week and will obviously fall further after growing ~64% in 2021 
from the previous year, resulting in a 75% increase in goods by value, according to the Census Bureau. This put the 
imported goods value at its highest level since 2012. This direct economic hit will more than likely be dwarfed by the 
numerous indirect consequences of Russia’s recent invasion yet to come. 

• Many companies realized that geopolitical risk has become one of the biggest threats to supply chain management 
over the past four years. The U.S. trade war with China highlighted how much our two economies are reliant on 
each other for success thanks to many American companies relying on cheaper foreign production of their goods. 

• Countries with autocratic leadership may have a low-cost labor force but our ideals are not in alignment, which 
increases the risk for confrontation. Russia is not America’s largest trade partner but many of our largest trading 
partners, like Germany and China, have strong economic ties to the country. 

• Most current supply chain woes have been driven by demand that exceeds the current transportation capacity 
limits. This conflict will impact maritime shipping capacity worldwide and add to the already present price inflation. 

• Russia is the world’s 11th-largest economy and one of the main producers of oil and supplier of industrial metals like 
aluminum and palladium, which have been increasing in price this year. All of these are critical components of 
production of finished goods that have been fueling the U.S. economic growth of the past year. 

• Oil prices have been erratic prior to the invasion but this will only make things worse. Fuel prices currently account 
for roughly 15%-20% of the current cost of spot truckload shipments and the sharp increase over the past few 
weeks will keep rates elevated even if the market eases.

• In the longer run, companies have no choice but to consider the implications of international trade relationships. 
Companies have had to overorder due to concerns about tariffs or scarcity of product for the past three years. The 
pandemic ordering behavior has driven warehouse prices up as capacity has contracted nearly every month since 
March of 2020, according to the Logistics Managers’ Index. 

• War is a terrible thing and there are many consequences much worse than continued supply chain disruptions and 
inflation. Here’s to hoping for a swift resolution and a positive outcome for the individuals whose lives are in danger 
through no fault of their own. 
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Ukraine Crisis Is a Major Challenge for the Arctic 4
Did you know?

• Although the war has not spread into the Arctic region, Russia’s aggression has will undoubtedly have long-term 
impacts on regional security and cooperation in the Circumpolar North. 

• First and foremost, the role of NATO will surely increase in the Arctic. In contrast to Putin’s intentions, the Ukraine 
crisis has intensified the cooperation between NATO and Finland and Sweden, the two Arctic nations that are not 
members of NATO. In Finland, where the “NATO question” has not been an issue for years, a citizens’ initiative 
demanding a referendum on application to join NATO gathered the required number within a few days. 

• Secondly, the future of Arctic governance is uncertain as it is difficult to imagine that the leaders of the other 
seven Arctic states would travel to the ministerial meeting on the Arctic Council in Russia. As Arctic research and 
Search and Rescue operations are very important for the Arctic states and peoples, it has been suggested that 
Arctic cooperation could continue in the form of the “Nordic Plus” amongst the seven Arctic states.

• In China’s first-ever Arctic strategy published in 2018, the Chinese government declared: “As a permanent 
member of the UN Security Council, China shoulders the important mission of jointly promoting peace and 
security in the Arctic. “

• Impact of the Russian invasion of Ukraine will range from degraded diplomatic relations between Russia and the 
West on Arctic issues, to more military activity in the region — and the greater risk of unintentional escalation.

• In the Arctic, Putin has shifted from a deterrence to a compellence strategy. And he’s creating the leverage he 
needs to effect change.” said Troy Bouffard, director of the Center of Arctic Security and Resilience at the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks.

• Russia dominates in the Arctic, Bouffard said. “There’s no other place on the Earth they can say that.” And the 
“the sheer capabilities and presence that Russia has in the Arctic — it is very concerning,” he added.

• As previously reported by ACC, Russia has 46 icebreaker vessels in the Arctic with 10 more under construction and 
another 4 planned. This is as many as all other nations combined where Canada has 7 (with 7 more planned), 
Finland has 10, plus 3 planned, U.S. has 5 plus 3 planned, Denmark has 4, China has 3 with 1 under construction, 
Norway has 1 with 1 under construction, Estonia has 2, Australia, Germany, Chile and the UK each have 1 with 
another planned and Japan, South Africa, Latvia, S Korea and Argentina each have 1.

• Watch this space
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Scenarios for Economic Impact of Ukrainian Crisis 5
Did you know?
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Retail Update 6

Global Food Prices Rise Again, Hitting New Decade High 
• The U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization estimated the food                                                                

price index is currently at a ten-year high. 
• Global food inflation continues to rise for the fourth consecutive                                                           

month in November, reaching levels not seen in a decade, led                                                                 
mainly by robust demand for wheat and dairy products,                                                                        
according to a new report via the Food and Agriculture                                                                       
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). 

• FAO's food price index, which tracks monthly changes in the international prices of food commodities, rose 1.2% to 
134.4 in November from October, driven by continued demand for food. The index is up 27.3% YoY. 

Trade with Ukraine no longer possible
• After the sudden military escalation in Ukraine has been allowed to sink in for a day, the first reactions from 

companies doing business with the Eastern European country are being released. They have been in contact with 
their Ukrainian partners and can only express their disgust at the situation. The exporters indicate that trade with 
Ukraine is currently no longer possible.

• It is a terrible situation for both countries," says Wytse Oosterbaan, CEO of APH Group. APH exports equipment for 
the cultivation and processing of potatoes, onions and carrots. It is active in Ukraine and Russia, among other 
countries. Wytse informs us that the Ukrainian borders are closed, customs are down, customs depots are full and 
all flights have been cancelled. "Trade in Ukraine is at a standstill and it doesn't look like this is going to change in 
the coming weeks.“

• APH itself is stopping its trucks and containers to prevent trade from ending up at the Ukrainian border. With regard 
to trade with Russia, he states that that depends on the sanctions that will be imposed and describes the situation 
as extremely tense. "All Russians will be impacted by those sanctions.“

• The exchange rate of the Ukrainian grivna is deteriorating significantly, as well as that of the ruble. He advises 
traders with goods that are currently ready for Russia, like flowers, to deliver asap and settle the bill immediately.
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Retail Update 7

Loblaw beats estimates for quarterly revenue
Canadian retailer Loblaw Cos Ltd beat market estimates for quarterly revenue, as demand for groceries and other 
essential items stayed strong. Total revenue fell to C$12.76bln ($9.94bln) in the 4th quarter ended January 1 from 
C$13.29bln a year earlier. Analysts had expected C$12.64bln, according to IBES data from Refinitiv.

UK retail sales growth slows in Feb, price pressures mount 
British retailers reported slower sales growth in February but said demand was better than normal for the time of year 
as the Omicron wave of coronavirus cases eased, according to a Confederation of British Industry survey. The CBI’s 
monthly retail sales balance halved to +14 in February from +28 in January, a bigger fall than economists’ forecasts in a 
Reuters poll for a small decline to +25. However, sales for the time of year improved sharply in February from January, 
with the balance rising to +16 from -23.

Asda store colleagues to share £27.8mln bonus pot
Asda has confirmed that 103,000 hourly-paid store colleagues across the UK will share a £27.8mln bonus pot in 
February’s pay packet. While the amount each colleague receives depends on their individual circumstances, the 
average bonus for a store colleague working full time is £413, while the average figure for all hourly-paid store 
colleagues is £269.

Frying in Virgin Olive Oil Adds Healthy Compounds, Researchers Find
• New research reveals that deep frying certain foods, such as French fries, with virgin olive oil, may enhance their 

nutritional profile. According to a new study published in Food Chemistry, during the frying process, some of the 
healthy properties of virgin olive oil are absorbed by the food.

• Separate research from the Higher Council for Scientific Research’s (CSIC) fat institute in Spain previously found that 
food fried in olive pomace oil absorbed some of its healthy compounds as well.

• The researchers found that even repeated use of the same virgin olive oils for deep frying would still benefit the 
fries. After several uses, topping up the fryer with fresh olive oil replenished the frying oil with virgin olive oil’s 
antioxidants.
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US Holiday 2021 Review and Holiday 2022 Preview
• The 2021 US holiday season posted the strongest retail growth                                                                

in more than 20 years, bolstered by resurgent brick-and-mortar                                                                  
sales and healthy ecommerce growth. Our first look ahead to                                                                  
the 2022 holiday season forecasts healthy consumer spending                                                                  
patterns and a more stable supply chain.

• Total retail spending grew 16.1% year over year (YoY) to $1.221                                                              
trillion. Brick-and-mortar sales surged 17.3% to $1.017 trillion,                                                               
while ecommerce rose 10.4% to $204.20 billion.

• Cyber Monday was the heaviest online spending day, climbing                                                                  
1.1% to $10.90 billion. Black Friday sales inched up 0.3% to                                                                 
$9.03 billion, while Thanksgiving sales grew 2.3% to $5.17 billion.

• Amazon, Walmart, and eBay led the way on retail traffic, while                                                               
Macy’s, Away, and Ticketmaster were among the year’s                                                                         
pandemic rebound stories. On the flipside, Wayfair and Kohl’s                                                                
experienced notable declines in YoY traffic that also dropped                                                                
them below 2019 levels.

• We expect 2022 holiday retail sales to increase 3.3% to $1.262                                                               
trillion, with brick-and-mortar increasing 0.9% to $1.026 trillion and ecommerce climbing 15.5% to $235.86 billion.

Grocery prices in UK rise at fastest rate in eight years, data shows
• Grocery prices rose at their fastest rate in more than 8 years in Feb, according to the market analysts Kantar, which 

predicted the squeeze on shoppers would continue as a result of supply-chain disruption and the conflict in Ukraine.
• Food price inflation hit 4.3% last month, the highest since September 2013, as the price of savory snacks, fresh beef 

and cat food increased the fastest. However, the cost of some products, including bacon, beer, and spirits fell.
• Supply-chain pressures and the impact of the conflict in Ukraine are set to push up prices paid by consumers.
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Commerce Trends In 2022
1. Supply chain

• Staffing shortages extend to the  back end: We continue to see staffing  shortages across nearly every industry.
• Rise of automation: The narrative  around automation is shifting. It’s no  longer about replacing jobs with 

automation but resolving gaps that exist because there simply aren’t enough people to fill open jobs.
• New approaches to piecemeal  logistics: Previously, with a reasonable  amount of planning, businesses could 

rely on major carriers to get their shipments from A to B to C
2. ECommerce

• Assortment bloat will drive more  shoppers to specialty retailers:  One of the perceived advantages of 
marketplace behemoths is that they offer nearly any type of product. 

• Payment processing can increase confidence: Perhaps the most  significant aspect driving digital diversification 
is confidence in payment and processing. 

• B2B is continuing its growth in digital prowess: Diversification will  happen for B2B, too. Driving much of the 
B2B eCommerce success will be more micro-sites specific to customers.

3. Customer experience
• Digital influence can and will  impact everything: According to  Forrester, 58 percent of U.S. retail sales will be 

digitally impacted by 2023, meaning those sales either will occur online or may occur in-store but be influenced 
by digital technologies.

• Consumers are now seeking out  a more interactive engagement:  Conversational commerce and live shopping 
will gain steam and break into the U.S. market in a big way.

• Delighting customers by tapping  into undervalued areas: While  the front-end customer experience continues 
to reign, the back-end experience is quickly catching up. If an order goes unfulfilled or arrives late, that 
customer is far less likely to be a repeat shopper

Across all areas — Supply Chain, eCommerce, Customer Experience, and beyond — the one common factor of success is 
your ability to remove points of friction (internally and externally) and deliver true end-to-end frictionless commerce. 
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Established Customers Drive 3.5 Times More Revenue than New Ones: eGrocery Benchmarks
Top Line
• Long-term, established online grocery customers collectively                                                                    

generated more than 3.5 times the revenue for conventional                                                                   
grocers than new customers did during the final 4-week                                                                          
period examined in the Brick Meets Click eGrocery                                                                            
Performance Benchmarking 2021 Wave.

• “Grocers need to build more meaningful engagement with                                                                       
their online customers,” said David Bishop, Partner at Brick                                                                 
Meets Click. “The market has contracted as expected, but the                                                                 
fact that nearly three-quarters of the customers that shopped                                                                   
online last year have lapsed and nearly two-thirds of the customers today are considered new to the grocer’s service 
simply underscores that those attracted to shopping this way are still in search of a service they deem acceptable 
compared to the alternatives.”

• Here are key customer metric insights from the analysis of three corresponding four-week periods in 2020 and 2021. 
o Longer relationships with customers pay substantial dividends – customers who shopped online with a grocer 

for over 60 weeks, spent 2.4x more than new customers starting within the past 4 weeks. 
o Relationship dividends are generated by increased order frequency and spending per order - more established 

customers’ order frequency is 1.9x higher than new customers, and average order values 1.3x greater.
o Offering customers choice dramatically enlarges the size of the addressable market - fewer than 5% used both 

Pickup and Delivery services from the same grocery banner during the entire 12-week period in 2021. So, if a 
grocer only offers one receiving method, it could be sending the 54% of shoppers who prefer Delivery and 42% 
who prefer Pickup to a rival.

o Attracting new customers is important but nurturing existing ones is essential - 34% of online customers used 
the grocer’s service for 60 weeks or longer (46% of overall online sales), 23% of customers placed their first 
order with the grocer and accounted for just 13% of sales. 
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What digitally savvy Gen Z consumers expect from brands
• Digital habits were supercharged through the pandemic. For those who had been around digital for much of their 

lives, however, the suddenly crowded digital ecosystem became a smorgasbord for them to snack on. And younger, 
more digital generations appear to be quite picky.

• High digital expectations could limit some behaviors in younger generations. For example, 43% of Gen Z fashion 
shoppers said they had shopped mostly or always online in the past six months, according to June 2021 findings 
from Think with Google and Trinity McQueen. This was the highest proportion across generations. However, only 
48% said they would maintain that behavior in the next six months—a delta of 5 percentage points. The share of 
millennials who said the same was 39% and 57%, respectively, an increase of nearly 20 percentage points.

• It seems that brands won’t pass the Gen Z sniff test just by “being digital.” Being digital goes hand in hand with 
being engaging and meeting Gen Z where it’s at.

• “You need to have specific content and creative for different channels for younger generations,” said Asher Gordon, 
head of paid media at Tug. “They will often discover the product on TikTok before searching for reviews on Google, 
all while looking at unboxing tutorials on YouTube.”

Carvana revs up sales to top the US etailer growth list
• Of the 10 biggest digital retailers in the US, Carvana will see by far the fastest                                           

ecommerce sales growth this year. The online car dealer is poised to increase                                                
sales by 50.0% to hit $19.11 billion in 2022. This speedy growth will blow past                                              
Target’s 22.3% bump and Apple’s 22.0% boost.

• Beyond the chart: Carvana steered into the top 10 list in 2021, propelled by                                                 
new consumer demands amid the pandemic. Its socially distanced business                                                      
model and generous return policy led sales to soar by 128.0% that year. The                                                  
global chip shortage has further fueled demand for its inventory of used cars. 

• It’s thus little surprise that Carvana will corner 22.2% of the US auto and parts                                            
ecommerce market this year.
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Landstar closes major Ukraine operation in wake of invasion
• Landstar System Inc., the giant freight broker and third-party logistics provider with significant exposure to Ukraine, 

has suspended its operations there in the wake of Russia’s invasion, according to a highly placed source.
• Jacksonville, Florida-based Landstar’s Ukrainian agency is “offline” as of Saturday, the source told FreightWaves.
• The agency generates as much as $1.1 billion in annual revenue from its Ukrainian operations, according to the 

source. That would represent about 15% of the company’s $6.53 billion in fiscal year 2021 revenue. It employs about 
400 people, the source said

• The impact of the action is material enough for the company to consider submitting an 8-K filing  with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, the source said. An 8-K filing is reserved for unusual or extraordinary events that may 
influence a company’s operations.

Russian Railways on the sanction list of EU and US
• Both the EU and the US have included Russian Railways in their sanction list. It is not completely clear what this 

means for rail freight transactions between Europe and China, but it seems that doing business with the Russian 
state-owned company could become more complicated. 

• The sanctions imposed on Russian people and companies are fluid, and the relevant lists are frequently updated, 
mentions the website of the European Council. The same applies to the US Treasury, which is responsible for the 
sanctions from the US side. In one of the latest updates, both institutions included Russian Railways in their 
sanctioned companies list.

"The worst is yet to come"
• Gridlocked roads, chaos and disastrous border delays continue to hit the headlines and according to PML’s managing 

director, Mike Parr, the worst is yet to come.
• "At the Port of Dover alone, miles of queuing HGV traffic has become the norm since the beginning of the year 

because of new customs paperwork for goods being exported imported. Lorries are now required to use the GVMS 
to move through customs with any customs documentation needing to be completed before the vehicle a ferry.
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"The worst is yet to come"
• Gridlocked roads, chaos and disastrous border delays continue to hit the headlines and according to PML’s managing 

director, Mike Parr, the worst is yet to come.
• "At the Port of Dover alone, miles of queuing HGV traffic on the approach to the port has become the norm since 

the beginning of the year because of the new customs paperwork for goods being exported out of, or imported into, 
the UK. Lorries are now required to use the Goods Vehicle Movement System (GVMS) in order to move through 
customs with any customs documentation needing to be completed before the vehicle boards the ferry, in contrast 
to the pre-Brexit system which allowed for any accompanying paperwork to be submitted up to two months 
afterwards.“

Cyber-attacks, fuel costs key container concerns in Russia-Ukraine conflict
• The immediate impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on the world economy and container shipping is so far fairly 

small, but that could change quickly, analysts at Drewry have said.
• Ukrainian authorities closed the nation’s ports – including the Port of Odessa, hosting the nation’s biggest container 

terminal – on 24 February following the invasion.
• In a market update, Simon Heaney, Senior Manager of Container Research, said the fallout of the invasion for 

container shipping “will likely take longer to materialize” and the immediate operational threat is relatively low 
outside of the locality.

• “Retaliatory cyber-attacks that might affect shipping and fast-rising fuel costs are probably the main concerns [on 
containers] right now,” Heaney continued.

• Greater connectivity between ports and supply chains means that cyber risk is at an all-time high. Ukrainian 
networks have already suffered cyber-attacks and ports and logistics chains could be a viable target.

• 2022 has already seen a concerning number of cyber-attacks on ports and terminals. In January a cyber-attack hit 
major European ports including Rotterdam and Antwerp. Just this week a ransomware attack has caused a full 
system outage at one of the container terminals at Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) in India.

• Shipping will avoid the Black Sea for the foreseeable future, Drewry noted.
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Alphabet’s Wing drones hit 200,000 deliveries as it announces supermarket partnership
• Alphabet’s drone service Wing this morning announced another milestone, as                                                   

it hit 200,000 commercial deliveries. The number, which the firm says excludes                                               
test flights, comes half-a-year after it hit 100,000. Australia, which has been the                                             
primary market for testing and commercial deployment, comprises 30,000 of                                                    
those deliveries in the first two months of this year.

• Broken down further, Wing says it was up to more than 1,000 deliveries in a day,                                             
or one delivery every 25 seconds or so. The big round number arrives as it                                                   
announces a commercial partnership with Coles, one of Australia’s leading                                                    
supermarket chains. The deal finds Wing delivering 250 different items, from food stuffs to healthcare products and 
toiletries, in Australia’s capital, Canberra.

• Other recent additions to the delivery service include KFC and Vietnamese food from Roll’d, as well as rapid COVID-
19 tests from Friendly Grocer and first aid kids from St. John Ambulance QLD. Big, round number aside, the efficacy 
of drone delivery in urban areas is still a question mark, as many services are more actively eyeing terrestrial 
robotics as the future of last-mile delivery.

Air cargo re-routed; flights suspended as airspace over war zone restricted
• Airlines are re-routing around Ukraine following the invasion by Russia, while a Notice to Air Missions (NOTAM) was 

issued for all Russian airspace, and most flights between Asia and Europe will need to be rerouted, reports London's 
Loadstar.

• Airspace has been closed restricting aviation around Kyiv, Dnipro, Lviv, Odessa and Simferopol and there appear to 
be no commercial aircraft in Ukrainian airspace.

• Ukraine International Airlines has suspended scheduled and charter flights to and from the country.
• European Safety Agency EASA has warned that airspace in Russia and Belarus, within 100 nautical miles of the 

border, could also pose safety risks and that there may also be a cyber-attack on Ukraine's air traffic control. Russia 
has suspended some domestic flights from and to airports near the border.

shippingazette.com
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Shippers on the alert as Ukraine crisis prompts emergency fuel surcharges
• Shippers brace for a raft of emergency bunker surcharges from ocean carriers, as oil prices hit eight-year highs.
• Following Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the price of crude oil has soared to its highest level since 2014, to more 

than US$105 a barrel, with analysts predicting $130 within weeks, reports London's Loadstar.
• Meanwhile, Rotterdam-sourced low-sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) spiked by more than $30, to $731.50 a tonne, a 40 

per cent increase since December.
• The Loadstar understands an emergency BAF was being considered by carriers before the events of last week, 

but according to a carrier source, the "die is now cast" on surcharge hikes.
• "Many of our contracts have a BAF calculator built in, but for our spot and short-term deals, we have no option 

but to try to recover as much of the extra cost as possible," he said.

COSCO launches two rail services connecting China with Laos and Germany
• COSCO Shipping Logistics has started two international freight rail services, in cooperation with other Chinese 

players, which link China with Laos and Germany.
• Loaded with 70 standard containers, the 'Jiangsu – COFCO' special train departed on 22 February from 

Yaohuamen railway station in China, to arrive in Vientiane, the capital of Laos.
• This service is offered by COSCO in partnership with Jiangsu Liner Supply Chain and the Chinese food processing 

holding company COFCO, marking the transition of COSCO's China-Laos rail service from a regular offering to 
customized service.

• Since the inauguration of the China-Laos freight train Jiangsu on 8 December 2021, COSCO Shipping Logistics has 
successfully operated six trains, creating an international logistics offering between East China and countries of 
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) for its customers.

• The second service, which is the first two-way China railway express train between Qingdao and the German city 
of Mannheim launched on 18 February by China Railway Express (Qilu) under the joint effort of COSCO and 
Shandong Hi-Speed Group.

ACC Comment: Impact of the Russian invasion of Ukraine will need to be monitored for the latter service.
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The second Cold War is here — and supply chains will be the front lines
Entire supply chains will be rewritten, creating massive volatility and unpredictability.
• We are witnessing the remaking of the world order in front of our eyes — and this will impact global supply chains in 

unforeseen ways. We are about to experience the most dramatic and unpredictable supply chain map we’ve 
experienced since World War II.

• If the Russia-Ukraine conflict’s international ramifications keep spreading, we face a real possibility of a bifurcating 
global economy, in which geopolitical alliances, energy and food flows, currency systems, and trade lanes could split.

• Entire supply chains will be rewritten, with new sources and partners — all in the interest of corporate and national 
security. This will create massive volatility and unpredictability.

• Companies will prioritize vendors that can provide consistent and dependable supplies, likely paying a premium. In 
the end, those costs will be passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices. While prices will become an 
important consideration for consumers, brands that offer a consistently and predictably available set of choices will 
enjoy pricing power. 

• The future market winners will be the corporations that make the investments in supply chain infrastructure and 
reliable, Western-friendly production locations. 

• Supply chain analyst roles will become the hottest jobs of the next decade, prized by corporations, consulting and 
even Wall Street for the ability to interpret, analyze and predict disruptions and risks in a new world order. Those 
same analysts will find themselves recruited heavily by national security, intelligence and defense organizations — as 
future conflicts will largely rise out of a desire to control materials and production. 

• New investments in supply chain technologies and automation will be accelerated, as will preference for near-shoring 
and domestic sourcing.

• Historical data models, based on following freight market trends, will become less relevant in the future. Companies 
with dynamic supply chains will require fresh data and forecasting that is constantly updated as new information and 
datasets become available.

• The Ukraine crisis is perhaps the end of the preamble to a long history of geopolitical, economic and military conflict 
between the East and West in the second Cold War. Now the plot is thickening.
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Ukraine war initial effects may be localized but longer term might be structural
• Sea freight is being affected with disruption to operations in the region. Maersk has suspended bookings to Russian 

ports and some other lines seem to be following, although so far it is the Ukrainian ports that have seen most 
cancellations.

• The increasingly busy China-Europe rail and road services are also likely to be badly hit. The rail services generally 
transit Kazakhstan and Southern Russia, avoiding Ukraine. However, forwarders are now warning customers that the 
viability of these services are questionable in the short-term. Logistics service provider Geodis stated that it 
“recommends not to book rail shipments between Asia and Europe at the current state of events. Our GEODIS 
Teams will be supporting customers to identify alternative transport solutions.” However, freight forwarder DB 
Schenker reports that road freight in and out of Belarus and Russia are still operational although “all lead time 
commitments are suspended”. Routes based through Turkey and the Southern Caucuses are likely to be the 
beneficiaries to disruption. 

• The wider context suggests that trade with Russia will collapse. Even in areas such as oil and gas, activity is likely to 
fall, although it is hard to see oil consignments being reduced too much. 

• Certainly, sectors such as automotive logistics around St Petersburg or Moscow are very vulnerable, with the 
possibility of a threat to their long-term viability. Other areas such as agri-bulk are likely to be more robust. What is 
likely to emerge is a series of emergency logistics arrangements, probably with China but also Turkey, playing an 
important role. However, the expulsion of Russia from much of the Western banking system will make any 
commercial relations arduous.

• Ukraine provides large input volumes to the EU automotive industry, all of which is now suspended with serious 
implications for European car manufacturers.

• The short-term issue of logistics disruptions will probably be focused on Russia, the Ukraine and some other 
neighboring states. However, there is a strong possibility that this crisis will mark a change that goes beyond just 
sanctions. What the invasion of Ukraine may trigger is the reassessment of the structure of the global trading system 
based on political criterion. If so, this will have a particular impact in East Asia.
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Shipping isn’t waiting for sanctions. It’s refusing to move Russian cargo
MSC, Maersk, CMA CGM, Hapag-Lloyd, ONE, Yang Ming suspend Russia services; tankers shun Russian oil.
• Shipping execs don’t just refuse vessels or cargoes based on what’s definitely sanctionable. They do so based on 

what they believe might possibly be sanctioned now or later. Sanctions are written in precise language, but they’re 
messy in practice.

• That precept is now on full display. Sanctions have yet to specifically target Russian energy exports or (non-dual-use, 
i.e., non-military) containerized goods, but that doesn’t matter. Many tanker owners and container liner operators 
are preemptively pulling out of Russia.

• On Tuesday, MSC, Maersk and CMA CGM — the top three liner companies in the world — temporarily suspended
Russian bookings. Yang Ming, the ninth largest, suspended Russian bookings on Wednesday; ONE, the sixth largest, 
on Sunday; and Hapag-Lloyd, fifth largest, on Thursday. These six carriers control 62% of global capacity, according to 
Alphaliner data.

• The world’s largest container lines are dropping Russia “to manage sanctions risk but also perhaps manage 
reputational risk,” said Michelle Linderman, partner of law firm Crowell & Moring, during a panel presented by 
shipping association BIMCO on Tuesday. “Do they want to be seen as supporting Russia? Or are they going to say at 
this moment, while this is going on, we don’t want to go anywhere near there.”

• The tanker sector is seeing the same pattern of behavior among shipowners and operators. Many are refusing to 
load Russian oil cargoes even though sanctions don’t bar them from doing so.

• “Few owners are now willing to transport Russian oil, resulting in an undersupply of ships [at Russian export 
terminals],” said Clarksons Platou Securities.

• Practically speaking, this is convincing shipping companies to “say no to Russia” because it’s not worth the risk, said 
Wolff of Crowell & Moring.

• Companies pulling out of the Russia will impact all shipping segments, from containers and tankers to dry bulk and 
gas transport. There will be market consequences. 

• In container shipping, diversions of Russia-bound cargo and intensified inspections for dual-use cargo could 
exacerbate congestion and network inefficiencies in European trades.
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War Shocks Ripple Across One of the World’s Busiest Trade Lanes
• Importers from London to Warsaw will soon face higher shipping costs, longer delays and an obstacle course of 

sanctions to navigate as Russia’s widening assault on Ukraine complicates the movement of cargo between Europe 
and Asia.

• Russia’s invasion, and retaliatory steps designed to paralyze the Russian economy, are heaping new disruptions on 
supply chains that never recovered from unprecedented shocks caused by the pandemic. Beyond the devastating 
human toll, the war threatens higher costs for fuel, grain, industrial metals, and other raw materials used in Asian-
made consumer goods headed for Europe and beyond.

• “There is still substantial disruption in the supply chain,” said Jennifer Hillman, a Georgetown University professor 
and a former U.S. trade official. “There is an effort to build resilience but that will take time. With Russia invading 
Ukraine, we don’t have time.”

• Aside from their commodity exports, Russia and Ukraine aren’t big global traders. Russia is the world’s 16th-largest 
goods exporter, led by petroleum, coal and gas. Ukraine ranks 48th, led by shipments of grain and iron ore, 
according to 2020 data from the World Trade Organization.

• But they are situated along one of the world’s oldest trade lanes, one that China has sought to use for its Belt-and-
Road initiative and a route where much of the airspace is now restricted. Meanwhile, container ships can’t access 
Ukrainian ports, and many are trying to avoid Russia’s.

• Currently, there’s little if any spare ocean freight capacity to move globally traded goods to absorb even an isolated, 
regional shock, said Jan Hoffmann, the head of trade logistics at the UN Conference on Trade and Development.

• “There is no slack in the system so anything that holds up ships anywhere will lead to less capacity,” Hoffmann said.
• Both Maersk and DB Schenker, the logistics unit of German national railway operator Deutsche Bahn, offer 

intermodal services — by sea from Asia, then on Russian rail lines to Europe — but even those are coming under 
new restrictions and sanctions concerns.

• In Asia, some international shipping companies are adjusting their schedules and the conflict means disruption to 
the delivery of goods is inevitable, according to Gary Lau, chairman of the Hong Kong Association of Freight 
Forwarding and Logistics.
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Georgia Ports to expand Savannah’s container capacity by 60%
• Following January's record performance, Griff Lynch, the executive director of Georgia Ports Authority (GPA), unveiled 

plans to expand the Port of Savannah's container capacity by 60%, which will increase the port's annual capacity to 
9.5 million TEU by 2025.

• Projects underway will add 1.7 million TEU of annual capacity in four months. GPA’s Peak Capacity project has already 
added 400,000 TEU in container handling space to the Garden City Terminal and it is expected to make room for 
another 820,000 TEU by June.

• In the same month, a new container yard upriver will add another 500,000 TEU of capacity, and by 2024, the Garden 
City Terminal West project will add up to 1 million TEU, according to the port authority.

In two days, KSOE wins nine boxship orders
• Korea Shipbuilding & Offshore Engineering has won orders for nine container vessels with a total contract value of 

US$580 million in the last two working days.
• KSOE announced that an Asian customer ordered three 7,900 TEU LNG dual-fuelled ships with a total price of US$355 

million. Construction of the ships will be undertaken by one of KSOE’s subsidiary yards, Hyundai Samho Heavy 
Industries, with delivery expected in the second half of 2024.

• The company also confirmed that another of its subsidiary yards, Hyundai Mipo Dockyard, won orders for six feeder 
ships with a total price of US$225 million from a Central American customer. The delivery of the feeder vessels is 
expected in the second half of 2023.

Suez Canal tolls to rise tomorrow
• The Suez Canal Authority has announced on 27 February that it will increase canal tolls by up to 10% for laden and 

ballast vessels.
• The toll increase will be effective from 1 March, according to Egypt's Suez Canal Authority, which said the decision is 

"in line with the significant growth in global trade, the improvement of ships' economics, the Suez Canal waterway 
development and the enhancement of the transit service".
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Box lines skip Ukraine calls due to crisis
• Multiple international container lines have announced they will not call Ukraine ports, while Russian services 

generally remain available. MSC, Maersk and CMA CGM all released operation updates announcing suspensions of 
vessel calls to Ukraine until further notice.

• Ukraine’s military announced the suspension of commercial shipping activity at its ports at the day of the invasion. 
Further reports claim that Russia ordered the closure of the Azov Sea to commercial shipping.

• According to an article on seatrade-maritime.com, MSC said there was an “ongoing and rapidly changing security 
situation in Ukraine” and that its vessel MSC Jessenia R had to deviate during its voyage and will omit Odessa.

• In light of Russia’s latest moves on Ukraine that saw conflict break out overnight, A.P. Moller - Maersk also put out 
a statement regarding the services across the region.

• Maersk has decided not to call any ports in Ukraine until further notice and will stop the acceptance of orders to 
and from Ukraine until further notice. Cargo currently en route to Ukraine is being planned for discharge in Port 
Said and Korfez.

Shipping carriers refuse to transport US goods
• According to a 2021 CNBC investigation, ‘shipping carriers rejected US agricultural export containers worth 

hundreds of millions of dollars during October and November, instead sending empty containers to China to be 
filled with more profitable Chinese exports.

• Bluntly put,  this means that foreign shipping carriers are refusing to take American and California-made products, 
and instead, the shipping carriers take empty containers back to China. The investigation found that in October and 
November 2020, shipping carriers rejected 178,000 agricultural export containers worth $632 million.

• China pays shipping carriers so much money to export Chinese-made goods, they are then paid a premium to carry 
the empty containers from America back to China. As a result, hundreds of thousands of containers with American 
products are delayed or remain sitting rotting on American docks in American ports while foreign customers wait.

• Total export container deficit for the ports of LA/LB was 136,392 TEUs. An estimated 41,546 TEUs were denied out 
of the Port of New York and New Jersey. The total value lost export trade from those ports is $632 million.’
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DP World evaluating second terminal at Prince Rupert Port
• DP World and the Prince Rupert Port Authority have entered into a two-year agreement to assess the feasibility of a 

new container terminal in Prince Rupert Port.
• The potential project would add up to 2 million TEU of annual capacity to the port while also significantly increasing 

Canadian trade capacity with critical Asia-Pacific markets.
• The news represents the port authority’s continued advancement in its container terminal master plan from 2019, 

which outlined the potential for an additional terminal, south of the existing Fairview Terminal.
• Under the newly announced agreement, both parties will begin various studies on the proposed site, specifically 

focusing on steps to minimize the port’s environmental and community impact, improve the resilience of Canadian 
supply chains, and ensure the project’s full integration into the port’s intermodal ecosystem.

• Current projects are underway to position the existing Fairview Terminal as a fully integrated intermodal system that 
will provide efficiency and competitiveness for Canadian shippers.
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Congestion, Freight Costs Unlikely to Ease Anytime Soon: Lars Jensen 
• “Congestion is wide-spread and it is only going to get worse,” said Mr Jensen.
• Outlining the reasons for his statement Jensen said the one of biggest risks to the global supply chain today was the 

way China was responding to corona virus outbreaks with complete lock downs. “We are only one or two sick port 
workers away from Shanghai Port shutting down.”

• Another factor stressing ports and airports was the recent boom in demand which, according to Jensen is showing 
“no signs of abating.”

• The other “massive unknown” was the amount of cargo stuck at ports and factories because there are no vessels to 
move the cargo or empty containers for the factories to put their cargo into. Furthermore, many big buyers were 
putting off purchases and waiting for cargo rates to cool.

• According to Jensen the return to normality is going to be a gradual process but one that is filled with massive ups 
and downs. To highlight the point Mr Jensen gave the example of the congestion that had built up at the port of 
Long Beach in the beginning of 2015. Even after all issues with the port workers were cleared and return to full 
operations, it took more than six months to clear the congestion. And this was under normal, more predictable 
conditions.

• On the presently inflated sea freight rates, Jensen was of the opinion that they will take at least 18 months to come 
back down and stabilize. A number of factors were in play here, primary among them being the recent consolidation 
of shipping lines, uncertainty of port closures, and the continuously rising demand for cargo space.

• For beneficiary cargo owners (BCOs), he advised that they should not be planning their supply chain strategy for 
2022 based on getting the best freight rates because if they waited for that they were at risk of not being able to 
move their cargo at all if the markets tightened further. He advised that in the current situation risk management 
should take precedence over cost reduction in order to keep supply chains moving.

• Jensen differentiated further between BCOs based on their size and the value of their cargo. Large BCOs today have 
much better contract rates than the smaller ones and the latter were at risk of getting squeezed out of the market 
as their cargo costs would become commercially unviable.
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White House announces US$450m to ease port congestion
• The US Transportation Department is awarding US$450 million in grants for port-related projects to bolster 

capacity and improve the movement of goods, reports Bloomberg News.
• "We're proud to announce this funding to help ports improve their infrastructure - to get goods moving more 

efficiently and help keep costs under control for American families," said Pete Buttigieg.
• Mr Buttigieg declared President Joe Biden "is leading the largest-ever federal investment in modernizing our 

country's ports, which will improve our supply chains and the lives of Americans who depend on them."
• Applicants must show that their projects would improve the movement of goods through ports and comply with 

Biden administration goals. 
• Applications are due May 16, with awards expected to be announced in the fall. Major US ports are eligible for the 

new funds announced, though 25 per cent of the investment will be allocated for smaller ports.

War in Ukraine Disrupts Ships Around the Globe
The Russian invasion of Ukraine is causing major disruptions for the global shipping industry, with hundreds of vessels 
trapped at ports, cargo being derailed and freight rates surging. The cargo ship Mustafa Necati was ready last week to 
set sail from a port near Odessa, Ukraine, with sunflower seed oil bound for Sardinia.
ACC Comment: Ukraine produces ⅔’s of global sunflower output. This conflict and the consequent shipping impact will 
immediately affect the food industry as sunflower oil is one of the most common food preservative ingredients – a 
huge number of products are sold in sunflower oil, particularly in the fishing industry.  
ACC once visited both Palermo and Minsk to visit fish packaging lines where sunflower  oil was used as a preservative.

UK’s ban on Russian ships to affect US$23 billion trade
• An analysis by the data and analytics company Russel Group has shown that US$23 billion (£17 billion) of annual 

Russian exports to the United Kingdom (UK) will be disrupted by the closure of all UK ports to Russian ships.
• The analysis indicates that out of the total amount of US$23 billion in Russia-UK trade, US$18.6 billion (£14 billion) 

of them is precious stones and jewelry, and almost US$1.9 billion (£1.4 billion) is crude oil exports from Russia.

shippingazette.com
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Starbucks Workers United wins first store election outside of Buffalo
• Starbucks Workers United won representation at a store in Mesa, Arizona, on Friday. This marks the second election 

in the ongoing union drive, and the first outside of Buffalo.
• Twenty-five workers voted in favor of the union and three voted against it, out of 43 eligible voters. Three 

challenged ballots were not counted, and 12 people did not vote. The election was conducted in late January and 
February, but the vote count — which was conducted by mail — was delayed until Friday by the National Labor 
Relations Board due to a request for review raised by Starbucks.

• Similar procedural issues postponed the count in three Buffalo-area stores on Wednesday, according to the NLRB. 
Since then, Starbucks Workers United has reached public organizing drives in more than 100 stores.

About 18K restaurants added outdoor dining since pandemic's start
• About 18,000 businesses have listed outdoor dining as an attribute on Yelp since the pandemic began, new Yelp data 

shows, with the total establishments listing outdoor dining nearing 26,000. Comparatively, in February 2020, fewer 
than 8,000 businesses listed on Yelp included outdoor seating.

• Consumer searches for businesses offering outdoor dining increased 292% in year two of the pandemic compared to 
pre-pandemic searches.

• Outdoor dining’s popularity has grown as some consumers remain wary of dining indoors. Nearly 90% of restaurants 
experienced a decline in customer demand for indoor dining because of the omicron variant, according to the 
National Restaurant Association.

• Outdoor dining has provided a lifeline for many restaurants as COVID-19 case rates have shifted throughout the past 
two years. Several markets — including Rhode Island; Pittsburgh; Normal, Illinois; Irvine, California; Raleigh, North 
Carolina and more — are passing bills or considering bills to extend outdoor dining for the near term.

• A recent NYC Hospitality Alliance survey found 91% of the city’s restaurants believe permanent outdoor dining is 
“very important” to the future of their business. Additionally, 92% of NYC restaurants believe permanent outdoor 
dining would allow their businesses to hire more staff. 

• Consumer demand for outdoor dining is also holding steady.
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The nurse shortage caveat
• Massachusetts has more licensed nurses now, in nearly every category, than before the pandemic. So why do many 

hospitals have job vacancies?
• The issue comes down not to an actual shortage of nurses. "It's a shortage of nurses willing to work under these 

conditions," Katie Murphy, RN, president of the Massachusetts Nurses Association, told WBUR.
• The Boston-based public radio station spoke with nurses who left jobs with hospitals, with factors for their separation 

ranging from the hospitals' relentless pace, emotional exhaustion and feelings of defeat, limited childcare options 
forcing them from full-time work at the bedside, layoffs, and terminations over vaccine mandates. 

• One emergency medicine nurse with 25 years of experience left the field in November 2021. She recounted a shift in 
which she had eight patients and was unable to care for and clean a soiled, older woman on a gurney in the hallway for 
hours. She now roasts coffee beans and hopes "to open a cafe where she can look people in the eye, ask about their 
lives and offer comfort, things she loved in earlier years as a nurse," according to WBUR. 

• The number of licensed registered nurses in Massachusetts is up 24 percent from June 2019, and the number of 
certified nurse practitioners is up 25 percent in the same time frame. The state doesn't track how many of its licensed 
nurses are currently employed. 

• Roughly 6 percent — or 376 of 6,076 — of hospitals reporting staffing levels in the U.S. are experiencing critical staffing 
shortages, according to HHS data posted February 27.

• A critical staffing shortage is based on a facility's needs and internal policies for staffing ratios, according to HHS. 
Hospitals using temporary staff to meet staffing ratios are not counted among those experiencing a shortage.

• Meanwhile, about 17 percent — or 1,040 of 6,076 — of hospitals reporting staffing levels in the U.S. are anticipating 
shortages in the next week.

• Percent of hospitals in each state and the District of Columbia experiencing critical staffing shortages, ranked in 
descending order: VT 58.8%, SC 25.3%, GA 24.0%, MI 20.4%, NE 20.2%, WI 18.2%, IN 15.2%, CO 13.2%, DE 12.5%, HI 
12.5%, VA 11.3%, WA 10.5%, MT 9.1%, NJ 8.4%, KS 8.3%, RI 7.1%, NH 6.7%, AZ 6%, MD 5.6%, MS 5.5%, OR 4.7%, NC 
4.7%, IL 4.5%, AS 4.4%, NV 3.7%, MO 3.7%, PA 3.1%, MN 2.9%, AK 2.7%, OK 2.7%, CT 2.6%, ME 2.6%, CA 2.4%, FL 2.3%, 
TN 2.1%, NM 1.9%, NY 1%, TX 1%, OH .85%, LA 4.4% and other <0%,
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CDC Estimate: Nearly Twice As Many Had Covid Than US Case Counts Reveal 
Based on antibody blood tests, the CDC says that 140 million Americans have likely contracted covid-19. And that 
estimate may be low because the analyzed samples were only through late January, when the highly contagious 
omicron variant was still surging. The data also indicates that a majority of kids have likely been infected.

The 2022 Healthcare Consumer
• Consumer expectations for swift, available, transparent, and personalized healthcare services are reshaping how 

individuals access care and engage with their providers. Healthcare has long been a reactive industry, but the 
pandemic has created urgency across multiple dimensions. Incumbents have been put on notice and must respond 
to consumers’ demands or risk losing them in an increasingly competitive marketplace.

• 3 Key questions to test for healthcare providers
1. How has the pandemic changed the way                                                                                         

consumers think about healthcare, and what                                                                                   
will be the impact of this evolution?

2. In which ways can digital technology redefine                                                                                
how consumers interact with the healthcare                                                                                   
system?

3. How can traditional healthcare stakeholders                                                                                  
fend off disruptors and succeed in a                                                                                         
consumer-driven marketplace?

• Healthcare executives are increasingly likely to invest                                                                      
in technologies that make healthcare more accessible                                                                         
to patients, including telehealth, self-scheduling, and                                                                         
online bill pay.

• It is increasingly clear that technology Is changing the                                                                     
game.
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Medical Systems give advice ahead of new medical devices regulations
• A leading medical equipment manufacturer is urging healthcare and pharmaceutical companies involved in the 

production, distribution and procurement of medical devices to ensure that they comply with new European 
Medical Device Regulation (MDR) legislation.

• The new legislation, which comes into force in May this year, will create an internationally recognised robust, 
transparent, and sustainable regulatory framework to improve clinical safety and create fair market access for 
manufacturers and healthcare professionals.

• While the transportation and storage of vaccines continues to hit headlines, Luc Provost, CEO of B Medical Systems, 
a global leading manufacturer of ultra-low temperature freezers and transportation boxes, says: “Medical supplies 
manufacturers occupied by the COVID-19 pandemic need to refocus their efforts to ensure standards are in place 
now as the MDR deadline – recognised as the world’s most up-to-date and strictest standard to guarantee the 
quality of medical equipment – looms, with companies having until 26 May to ensure they’re fully compliant with 
the new regulations.

Gen Z, millennial nurses hit hardest by pandemic
• Nurses under 35 years old have been hit hard by the pandemic, with many suffering from mental health issues and 

over half of them considering leaving their positions already, signaling a looming crisis and need for organizational 
change, according to a new survey. 

• The American Nurses Foundation and Joslin Insight surveyed 12,694 nurses as the second part of their two-year 
impact survey between Jan. 8 and Jan. 29, 2022. 

• The study found a significant difference in mental health between older and younger nurses, with younger nurses 
reporting less mental wellness. Thirty percent of all nurses said they're not or not at all emotionally healthy, but for 
younger nurses, that figure was 46 percent, and for nurses over 55 years old, it stood at 19 percent. 

• The instances of negative emotions told a similar story, with 66 percent of nurses under 35 years reporting feeling 
anxious and 43 percent reporting feeling depressed, compared to nurses over 55 years old, of whom 35 percent felt 
anxious and 21 percent felt depressed. 
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Supply Chain Insecurity
• The SolarWinds incident was the first major software supply chain attack to make international headlines, but it was 

hardly the first breach of its kind. In 2017, Unit 42 published an article titled “The Era of Software Supply Chain 
Attacks Has Begun,” which identified software supply chain attacks as a growing threat and predicted an increased 
focus on attacking “trusted” developers. The article also analyzed significant attacks that had occurred to date, 
including:
o September 2015 – XcodeGhost: An attacker distributed a version of Apple’s Xcode 
o March 2016 – KeRanger: Transmission, a popular open-source BitTorrent client, was compromised through the 

injection of macOS ransomware into its installer. 
o June 2017 – NotPetya: Attackers compromised a Ukrainian software company and distributed a destructive 

payload with network-worm capabilities through an update to the “MeDoc” financial software. 
o September 2017 – CCleaner: Attackers compromised Avast’s CCleaner tool, used by millions to help keep their 

PCs working properly. 
• In each of these breaches, attackers compromised software                                                                    

development pipelines, then used the trust placed in them to gain                                                            
access to other networks. In this respect, supply chain attacks                                                              
represent a fundamentally different type of threat because                                                                   
attackers target upstream developers to breach multiple targets                                                              
through a single attack, rather than focusing on individual                                                                  
end-user organizations.

• Using the approach in fig 1 to the right, Unit 42 paralleled the one                                                         
attackers follow in a real-world supply chain breach—the team                                                                   
was able to download every GitLab repository from the customer’s                                                             
cloud software storage location.

• From there the team was able to gain full access to a company’s IT                                                           
infrastructure and analyze improvements to secure their data.
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Yamaha Motor Unveils Hydrogen-Powered V-8 Combustion Engine
• Yamaha Motor has been tapped by Toyota Motor Corporation to develop an automotive engine fueled                             

entirely by hydrogen. Here it is, in the form of a just-unveiled 5.0-liter V-8 engine, to be exact.
• The V-8 hydrogen engine is based on the 5.0-liter engine in the Lexus RC F luxury sport coupe.                                  

Obviously, the injectors, cylinder heads, intake manifold, and so on are heavily modified, with                              
the real story being the injection system; Kawasaki’s recent Ninja H2 injectors, which are capable  of 
delivering fuel 1,450 psi, are likely a preview times two. This new mill reportedly delivers up to                                      
450 hp at 6,800 rpm and a maximum 540 Nm of torque at 3,600 rpm.

Battery-electric "Infinity Train" will charge itself using gravity
• Australian mining company Fortescue is working to clean up its own operations by 2030, while developing green 

solutions it can sell to others. It's forking out into green tech through a subsidiary called Fortescue Future Industries, 
which has recently acquired Williams Advanced Engineering. Today, the two companies announced their first project 
together: an electric "infinity train" designed to move loads of iron ore without ever needing to be charged.

• “The Infinity Train has the capacity to be the world’s most                                                                  
efficient battery electric locomotive," said Fortescue CEO                                                                   
Elizabeth Gaines. "The regeneration of electricity on the                                                                    
downhill loaded sections will remove the need for the                                                                        
installation of renewable energy generation and recharging                                                                   
infrastructure, making it a capital efficient solution for                                                                   
eliminating diesel and emissions from our rail operations.”

• So essentially, while details are scant at this point, it seems                                                              
what’s happening here is that for one or more of Fortescue’s                                                                 
mining sites, the team has calculated that there's enough downhill slope and braking opportunities in the loaded 
direction to charge up the battery regeneratively, and the train is so much lighter when it's unloaded that the battery 
can take it all the way back to the mine and start the journey again without needing a charge.

MotorCyclist.com
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• The global push for lower emissions has created a mania around pure-electric automakers. While                                  
Tesla leads the charge, institutional investors have also piled into many of its younger rivals.

• For example, in 2019, Saudi Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund invested $1.3 billion into Lucid Motors. One year later, it 
was revealed that Amazon had a 20% stake (worth $3.8B) in Rivian.

• To see how quickly EV valuations have ballooned, we’ve visualized the historical market capitalizations (market 
caps) of 10 prominent automakers.

• Legacy vs Pure-Electric
• The legacy group includes five top traditional automakers, while the EV group includes the five most valuable pure-

electric automakers that are listed on an American exchange.
• The following table lists the market caps of these companies at various dates. While XPeng and NIO are listed on 

the New York Stock Exchange, they do not currently sell cars in the U.S.
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1. New Orleans
2. Charleston
3. New York City
4. Houston
5. San Francisco
6. Los Angeles
7. Las Vegas
8. Philadelphia
9. Portland
10. Buffalo
11. Miami
12. Seattle
13. Chicago
14. Nashville
15. Honolulu
16. Boston
17. Memphis
18. Kansas City
19. Austin
20. Cincinnati

2foodtrippers
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• The supply squeeze on the U.S. economy                                                                                       
tightened further in February, indicating                                                                                    
scant relief for domestic producers and                                                                                      
pointing to persistent inflationary pressures.

• The Institute for Supply Management’s                                                                                        
latest survey of purchasing managers                                                                                         
showed average lead times for production                                                                                     
materials, capital equipment and supplies                                                                                    
all reached the highest records back to                                                                                      
1987, according to a report Tuesday.

• What took 67 days a year ago, the average                                                                                    
wait time for materials used in the                                                                                          
manufacturing process is now a whopping                                                                                      
97 days. Wait times for capital equipment                                                                                    
are also a month longer than they were in                                                                                    
February 2021, the data showed.

• The pickup in lead times is worrisome for                                                                                    
economists betting that supply chains will                                                                                   
get back in order this year and alleviate                                                                                    
decades-high inflation. Demand is still high, so the delays risk keeping prices elevated for that much longer.

• Persistent shipping challenges, pandemic-related production interruptions in export-driven economies like China, 
transportation delays and labor-supply constraints in the U.S. remain hurdles for faster production growth at 
domestic manufacturers.

• One computer and electronic products industry purchasing manager said the “electronic supply chain is still a mess,” 
the ISM survey showed. Another purchaser in the textiles industry said they are “expecting a year of strong demand, 
higher prices and continued supply chain challenges.”


